Detailed analysis of mucosal herpes simplex virus-2 replication kinetics with and without antiviral therapy
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Objectives: The presence of herpes simplex virus-2 (HSV-2) shedding episodes correlates with transmission to sexual partners and neonates, and some episodes correlate with disease manifestations. HSV-2-targeted guanosine analogues are effective when given on a prophylactic basis, but do not completely eliminate recurrences, asymptomatic shedding or transmission. We sought to describe the impact of twice-daily aciclovir and famciclovir on shedding episodes.

Methods: We used pooled results from crossover clinical trials to construct frequency histograms for viral shedding episode duration, peak copy number, expansion kinetics and decay kinetics.

Results: Suppressive aciclovir and famciclovir decreased the frequency of episodes of >24 h duration by 50%, lowered the mean early episode expansion rate (from 8.2 to 7.2 HSV DNA logs/day, P = 0.004), decreased the mean peak values for shedding episodes (from 4.9 to 3.9 log10 HSV DNA copies/mL, P < 0.001) and lowered the mean episode duration (from 4.8 to 2.1 days, P < 0.001) primarily by decreasing the probability of viral re-expansion during episodes. The mean rate of late viral decay was similar for persons on and off antiviral medications (−6.0 versus −5.8 HSV DNA logs/day, P = 0.61).

Conclusions: HSV-2-targeted antiviral therapy limits episode severity by decreasing the rate of early viral expansion and the likelihood of episode re-expansion. Late clearance of episodes in the immunocompetent host is not affected by antiviral therapy, suggesting that local immune response is critical for clearance of episodes both on and off treatment.
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Introduction

The most commonly used antiviral medications for herpes simplex virus (HSV) infection are aciclovir, its pro-drug valaciclovir and famciclovir, a pro-drug of penciclovir. Both aciclovir and penciclovir enter HSV-infected cells and are converted into aciclovir-triphosphate and penciclovir-triphosphate by viral and cellular thymidine kinases. Aciclovir-triphosphate and penciclovir-triphosphate are guanosine analogues, which incorporate into viral DNA and thereby serve as chain terminators and inhibitors of viral DNA polymerase.1–3 The specificity of these agents for HSV-infected cells explains their excellent safety profile and therapeutic efficacy.1–11 Indications for treatment include genital and oral recurrences of HSV infection, as well as prophylaxis against recurrences, and reduction of transmission risk to sexual partners when given on a daily basis.

Various studies have shown that aciclovir, valaciclovir and famciclovir, while clinically effective, are imperfect for several therapeutic and preventative indications. Prophylactic administration of the DNA nucleoside inhibitors does not eliminate all mucosal viral shedding or transmission from persons with HSV-2 infection.12,13 When given to HSV-2-seropositive partners within serodiscordant relationships on a daily basis, valaciclovir prevented only 48% of transmissions over an 8 month period.14 Subclinical reactivation of HSV-2 in genital skin and mucosa occurs in aciclovir and valaciclovir therapy. This is associated with infiltration of HSV-specific CCR5+ and CD4+ lymphocytes into the genital skin,15 a factor that appears to increase the risk of HIV-1 acquisition to16,17 and transmission from18 HSV-2-infected hosts. In two clinical trials, daily aciclovir taken twice daily did not decrease the HIV-1 acquisition rate in high-risk hosts.19,20 Similarly, in another large clinical trial,
administration of aciclovir did not prevent transmission of HIV-1 from HIV-1/HSV-2 co-infected persons to their HIV-1-negative partners. It is not known why HSV-directed agents do not completely eliminate viral shedding and HSV-directed inflammation in the genital tract.

Frequency histograms are useful tools for describing quantitative aspects of viral shedding. Here we use frequency histograms to describe shedding episodes documented in persons on and off HSV-directed therapy. We describe episodes according to their frequency, duration, viral production and kinetics of expansion and decay. We identify decreased episode expansion rates and frequency of episodes of more than 1 day as key results of antiviral therapy, while episodes decay at the same rate whether or not antiviral agents are present.

Materials and methods

Ethics statement
The University of Washington institutional review board approved all included studies. Study participants provided written informed consent.

Study subjects
We studied previously published data from immunocompetent HSV-2-infected subjects who performed daily genital swabbing for detection of HSV-2 by PCR while enrolled in placebo-controlled trials that measured the frequency and severity of HSV-2 reactivation. During these trials, subjects received the study drug (aciclovir or famciclovir) dosed twice daily or placebo for at least 30 days, followed by a 1 week washout period. They then crossed over to either placebo or study drug and received at least 30 days of therapy. Samples for shedding of HSV were collected on a daily basis. We included all HSV-2-seropositive, HIV-uninfected persons who contributed at least 30 consecutive days of genital lesion swabbing and diaries. Given reasonably similar results in comparative studies of aciclovir, valaciclovir and famciclovir, we pooled the results of these studies.

Shedding outcomes
Shedding rate was defined as the number of swabs with HSV DNA detected by PCR out of the swabs collected. Lesion rate was the number of days with reported lesions out of the days with swabs collected. Shedding episodes were defined by a series of consecutive swabs containing HSV DNA ≥150 copies/mL (which has been defined as the optimal cut-off point for shedding in enrolled placebo-controlled trials). We described each shedding episode according to its duration, peak copy number, first positive copy number, last positive copy number, initiation to peak expansion slope and peak to termination clearance slope (Figure 1), and arranged all outcomes in frequency histograms to define ranges for these outcomes.

Shedding episode frequency
To calculate relevant population-level estimates of annualized episode rate, we enumerated the number of shedding episodes initiated during the observation period, divided this number by the total number of daily swabs performed and multiplied by 365. We calculated episode frequency with all available swabs.

Shedding episode duration
As swabs were taken every 24 h, episodes may have initiated within 0–24 h of the first positive swab of the episode and terminated within 0–24 h of the last positive swab. We assumed that the midpoint of this interval (12 h) would provide an unbiased estimate of length, and that missed swabs either preceding or following positive swabs contained HSV DNA when calculating episode duration (to account for the fact that the longest episodes were most likely to have missing intervening swabs).

Shedding episode peak, expansion and decay
For measures of episode peak, expansion and decay, we only included episodes of known duration (those episodes preceded and followed by at least two negative swabs). We defined episode peak according to the swab during an episode that contained the greatest amount of HSV DNA/mL.

Because of rapid kinetics of viral expansion, values for the first positive swab reflected in part the duration of the episode at the time of the swab, which was in turn likely to be randomly distributed between 0 and 24 h. Therefore, for calculation of the median expansion rate, we assumed that the median duration of an episode was approximately 12 h at the time of the first positive swab. We calculated the expansion rate during the first 12 h of an episode by dividing the median value for the first positive swab by 0.5 days. Similarly, we calculated an exponential slope of decay during the final 12 h of an episode by dividing the median value for the last positive swab by 0.5 days.

We calculated the rate of viral increase from initiation to the peak of each episode by computing the slope of a linear regression line over the copy numbers up to and including the maximum copy; for this calculation we set the time of the most proximal negative swab at 0.5 days prior to the first positive swab. We calculated the rate of decrease from peak to termination of each episode similarly by setting the time of...
termination to 0.5 days after the last positive swab (Figure 1). We calculated a median for each of these two slope measures based on results from all included episodes.

We performed separate analyses of episode characteristics for episodes with and without re-expansion (defined as an increase in HSV copy number by at least 0.5 logs after a prior decline within the episode of at least 0.5 logs; Figure 1) and for episodes with and without associated genital lesions.

**Statistical methods for comparisons**

Rate outcomes like shedding and lesion rates were compared by arm within persons using generalized linear mixed models with a log link, testing for within-person effects of the drug as rate ratios. Continuous outcomes like maximum copy obtained per episode were similarly compared using linear mixed models.

**Laboratory methods**

HSV serological testing was performed by western blot. Swabs were placed into vials containing 1 mL of PCR transport medium and refrigerated until laboratory processing. HSV DNA was detected using a quantitative PCR assay, and the HSV DNA level was expressed as copies/mL of transport medium with a cut-off of 150 copies/mL for defining positive samples. The initial PCR assay used type-common primers to the HSV gene encoding glycoprotein B. Positive samples were subsequently analysed using type-specific primers to examine whether the DNA detected was HSV-1, HSV-2 or both. An internal control was included to ensure that HSV-negative swabs were not due to inhibition. Laboratory personnel were blinded to clinical data.

**Results**

**Study participants**

A total of 158 persons who completed four different studies were eligible for inclusion. Two persons took valaciclovir (500 mg twice daily), 92 subjects took aciclovir (400 mg twice daily) and 64 took famciclovir (250 mg twice daily) in the drug arm of the cross-over trials. Since only two persons took valaciclovir, we limited our analysis to the 156 persons who took either aciclovir or famciclovir. Fifty-four (35%) participants were men; the median age was 35 years (interquartile range 28–45; range 21–68). Fifty-five subjects (35%) were dually infected with HSV-1 and 132 (85%) reported a history of recognized lesions. The median time since initial acquisition of genital herpes was 2 years (interquartile range 1–10; range 0–37).

**Quantitative shedding frequency on and off twice-daily nucleoside analogues**

Of 8142 swabs performed in persons who were not receiving aciclovir or famciclovir, 2054 (25%) samples contained HSV DNA ≥150 copies/mL. Of 7509 swabs performed in persons receiving an antiviral drug, 368 (4.9%) contained HSV DNA ≥150 copies/mL (P<0.001). The presence of study drug also resulted in a lower proportion of high-copy shedding; during placebo administration, a relatively similar proportion of swabs (3%–5%) contained 10^2–10^3, 10^3–10^4, 10^4–10^5, 10^5–10^6 or 10^6–10^7 HSV DNA copies/mL, while only 1.0% of swabs contained ≥10^8 HSV DNA copies/mL; during antiviral drug administration, the proportion of swabs within each increasing log of virion copies decreased.

**Antiviral therapy and HSV-2 shedding episodes**

Antiviral therapy reduced peak HSV DNA copy numbers (mean=3.9 log_{10} HSV DNA copies/mL, median=3.5 log_{10} HSV DNA copies/mL, 95% CI 3.3–4.5) compared with placebo (mean=4.2 log_{10} HSV DNA copies/mL, median=4.0 log_{10} HSV DNA copies/mL, 95% CI 3.7–4.6). The presence of study drug also resulted in a lower peak HSV DNA copy number during placebo administration than during antiviral drug administration (mean=3.9 log_{10} HSV DNA copies/mL, median=3.5 log_{10} HSV DNA copies/mL, 95% CI 3.4–4.4) compared with placebo (mean=4.2 log_{10} HSV DNA copies/mL, median=4.0 log_{10} HSV DNA copies/mL, 95% CI 3.7–4.6).

**Shedding episode frequency**

In persons not receiving a study drug, we observed 401 episode onsets during 8529 sampled days and calculated an annualized episode rate of 17.2 (95% CI 15.3–19.3). In persons on antiviral medication we observed 178 episode onsets during 7925 sampled days and calculated an annualized episode rate of 8.0 (95% CI 6.9–9.9). Thus episode frequency was decreased by 53.5% (P<0.001).

**Shedding episode duration**

Of the 401 and 178 total accrued episodes in persons off and on a study drug, 383 (95.5%) and 175 (98.3%), respectively, terminated within the swabbing protocol and were therefore appropriate for analysis of duration. A total of 262 (65%) and 115 (65%) episodes were of certain duration (preceded and followed by two negative PCR swabs) and were within the first 10 episodes observed per subject; these episodes were analysed for first, last and peak positive HSV DNA copy number, as well as slope from initiation to peak and peak to termination.

Shedding episodes were 56% shorter (P<0.001) in persons on antiviral therapy (mean=2.1 days, median=1.0 day) than in persons off of the drug (mean=4.8 days, median=3.0 days) (Figure 3).

**Peak viral production per shedding episode**

Antiviral therapy reduced peak HSV DNA copy numbers (mean=3.9 log_{10} HSV DNA copies/mL, median=3.5 log_{10} HSV DNA copies/mL, 95% CI 3.3–4.5) compared with placebo (mean=4.2 log_{10} HSV DNA copies/mL, median=4.0 log_{10} HSV DNA copies/mL, 95% CI 3.7–4.6). The presence of study drug also resulted in a lower peak HSV DNA copy number during placebo administration than during antiviral drug administration (mean=3.9 log_{10} HSV DNA copies/mL, median=3.5 log_{10} HSV DNA copies/mL, 95% CI 3.4–4.4) compared with placebo (mean=4.2 log_{10} HSV DNA copies/mL, median=4.0 log_{10} HSV DNA copies/mL, 95% CI 3.7–4.6).
DNA copies/mL, versus mean $= 4.9 \log_{10}$ HSV DNA copies/mL, median $= 4.9 \log_{10}$ HSV DNA copies/mL on placebo, $P < 0.001$). For persons off and on the study drug, respectively, 26% and 37% of episodes peaked at less than $10^3$ HSV DNA copies/mL. For persons off of the drug, there was a relatively constant proportion of peak copy numbers of 11%–16% within each of the five successive quantitative strata between $10^3$ and $10^8$ HSV DNA copies/mL. However, in persons receiving aciclovir or famciclovir, the proportion of episodes within each successively higher strata of HSV DNA copy number $\geq 10^5$ HSV DNA copies/mL decreased. Fewer than 5% of episodes peaked at $\geq 10^7$ HSV DNA copies/mL. Overall, a larger proportion of episodes that occurred while off of the study drug contained higher peak copy numbers of HSV DNA (Figure 4).

**Rate of shedding episode expansion**

The median first positive copy number was 3.9 and $3.3 \log_{10}$ HSV DNA copies/mL, respectively, for placebo versus drug therapy. We calculated median rates of expansion of 7.8 and 6.6 logs/day during the first 12 h of a shedding episode in persons off and on the drug; the mean expansion rate was 8.2 and 7.2 logs/day, respectively ($P = 0.004$). When participants did not take aciclovir or famciclovir, the distribution of first positive values was similar at each of the three strata between $10^3$ and $10^6$ HSV DNA copies/mL, suggesting linear exponential growth during this phase of episode expansion. However, a somewhat greater proportion of first positive swabs contained $10^2$–$10^3$ HSV DNA copies when subjects were on the drug (43%) rather than off the drug (36%), perhaps suggesting that the viral expansion rate was, on average, slower during the initial hours of an episode in persons taking an antiviral medicine (Figure 5). Moreover, the first positive swab was less likely to contain $\geq 10^5$ HSV DNA copies in persons taking aciclovir or famciclovir (19.7% versus 31.6%).

The median regression slopes from initiation to episode peak for the 262 and 115 episodes were 4.9 and 4.9 logs/day ($P = 0.59$), compared with 7.8 and 6.6 logs/day during the first 12 h of an episode. This indicates that the viral expansion slope decreased after the first 12 h of an episode according to similar kinetics, whether or not a person was taking an antiviral agent.

**Rate of shedding episode decay**

The median last positive copy number for a shedding episode was 3.0 and $2.9 \log_{10}$ HSV DNA copies/mL for episodes on and off therapy, respectively. The calculated median rates of decay were $-6.0$ and $-5.8$ logs/day during the last 12 h of a shedding episode; the mean decay rates were $-6.6$ and $-6.8$ logs/day and did not differ between the two groups ($P = 0.61$). Frequency histograms for quantity of viral DNA in the last positive swabs were similar for persons on and off aciclovir or famciclovir, implying very similar decay kinetics for the two groups during the last 24 h of an episode (Figure 6).

The median regression slope from peak to 12 h after the last positive swab for the 262 and 115 episodes was $-2.7$ and $-4.6$ logs/day, respectively (mean $= -3.6$ versus $-5.2$ logs/day, $P < 0.001$). Hence the episode exponential decay rate generally increased from the episode peak to termination in both groups, although the decay rate from peak to termination was much more rapid for persons on treatment. Episodes of comparable duration showed more rapid expansion and had a higher peak copy number off of the study drug, though the late decay rate was equivalent between the two curves (Figure 7a). The median episode on aciclovir or famciclovir twice daily was shorter in duration and had a lower peak copy number than off of antiviral medications; however, the late decay rate was again equivalent, based on the equivalent last positive swab value (Figure 7b).
Episode decay occurred more slowly than episode expansion in both groups, although this effect was much less pronounced in persons on the drug. The median regression slope from initiation to peak was only slightly greater than the median regression slope from peak to termination in treated persons (4.9 versus −4.6 logs/day), suggesting that, on average, episodes consisted of 36% \( [2.7/(2.7 + 4.9)] \) expansion phase and 64% decline phase. The median regression slope from initiation to peak was greater than the median regression slope from peak to termination in untreated persons (4.9 versus 2.7 logs/day), suggesting that, on average, episodes were composed of 36% \( [2.7/(2.7 + 4.9)] \) expansion phase and 64% decline phase.

**Episode re-expansion**

Episode re-expansion (non-monotonic decline) was the most important cause of the more prolonged decline phase, particularly during longer episodes in persons not taking antiviral medication. Of 262 episodes in untreated persons, 58 (22%) had re-expansion (a decrease of at least 0.5 logs followed by an increase of at least 0.5 logs). Of 115 episodes in treated persons, 6 (5%) had re-expansion \( (P < 0.001) \). The median regression slope from peak to 12 h after the last positive swab for the 204 and 109 episodes without re-expansion was −4.6 and −4.6 logs/day, respectively. Therefore the low slope from peak to termination in persons off of antiviral medications (−2.7 logs/day) was due entirely to the 58 episodes with re-expansion.

**Lesional and non-lesional episodes**

The percentage of days with lesions was 3.8% (298/7926) in persons on therapy compared with 15% (1274/8584) in untreated persons \( (P = 0.007) \). A higher proportion of episodes in persons off of therapy were associated with lesions (100/262, 38%) versus (19/115, 17%) in persons on therapy \( (P < 0.001) \). Lesional episodes while on aciclovir or famciclovir were shorter (mean 3.1 versus 8.6 days, \( P < 0.001 \); median 3.0 versus 6.0 days), had a marginally lower first episode copy number (median 4.3 versus 5.3 log\(_{10}\) HSV DNA copy number/mL, \( P = 0.115 \)) and a lower peak copy number (median 5.5 versus 6.7 log\(_{10}\) HSV DNA copy number/mL, \( P = 0.003 \)).

**Discussion**

In this paper we extend our previous work by describing quantitative features of shedding episodes in persons on antiviral therapy. Our data reveal that twice-daily aciclovir and famciclovir decreased the frequency of episodes of at least 24 h duration, limited the expansion rate of episodes, limited the average peak episode copy number and, importantly, shortened the average episode duration by decreasing the likelihood of episode re-expansion 4-fold. The net effect of these kinetic differences was that persons receiving antiviral medications shed high copy numbers of virus much less commonly than when they are not receiving drug. Nevertheless, breakthrough episodes of shorter duration with high-copy shedding did occur even with twice-daily prophylactic therapy. These findings help explain why HSV-targeted antiviral medications decrease the frequency of asymptomatic shedding and recurrence,\(^{1,2}\) but do not entirely eliminate shedding or genital lesion formation. When given on a daily basis, valaciclovir decreased transmission likelihood within serodiscordant couples.\(^ {14}\) However, even when dosed twice daily, antiviral medications did not completely eliminate high-copy shedding episodes, though the proportion of time spent above thresholds that are likely to result in transmission was considerably lower.
Our results reinforce previous conclusions that antiviral medications must be given early during recurrences to limit genital ulcer severity; these agents are most critical very soon after episode initiation when viral expansion kinetics are extremely rapid, whereas the host immune response appears to dictate viral kinetics later during episodes. We recently described 1020 heterogeneous HSV-2 shedding episodes in persons off of antiviral therapy in quantitative detail. We demonstrated that episodes are defined by very rapid expansion and decay phases; transition from the expansion to the decay phase is usually evident within just 1–2 days, and the episode expansion rate is already decelerating within 12 h of initiation. In the current study, the episode decay rate during the last 24 h of shedding episodes (as measured by the frequency histogram of each episode’s last positive copy number) was virtually equivalent in episodes that occurred in persons on and off aciclovir or famciclovir; the slope from episode initiation to peak also did not differ between the groups, and was less than the slope of expansion during the first 12 h, which implies that immune response may have an equivalent and powerful effect early during episodes in persons who are both on and off drug therapy. Based on recent evidence of a high density of dendritic cells and HSV-specific CD4+ and CD8+ T cells in genital skin after recurrences while on antiviral therapy, mathematical model results that predict that episode severity is determined by density of immune cells at shedding episode onset and lack of drug resistance to antiviral agents despite long-term use, we surmise that episode clearance always occurs due to immune activity in the periphery, even when DNA nucleoside analogues are given. Antiviral medications, if timed early during episode expansion, limit the extent of shedding during the brief but important period before the immune response eliminates replication within infected cells.

**Figure 7.** Kinetic differences between HSV-2 shedding episodes in persons on and off the study drug. (a) Episodes of 4 day duration (15 episodes off and 9 episodes on the drug) generated from median (continuous lines) as well as 5th and 95th percentile (broken lines) HSV DNA quantities obtained at each timepoint; first and peak genomic copy numbers were lower in persons on the drug, while last positive copy number was equivalent in the two groups. (b) Episodes of median duration (36.5 day episodes off the study drug and 25.2 day episodes on the drug) generated from median (continuous lines) as well as 5th and 95th percentile (broken lines) HSV DNA quantities obtained at each timepoint; peak genomic copy number was lower in persons on the drug, while the first and last positive copy numbers were equivalent in the two groups.
in persons on the study drug. The explanation is that untreated persons are more likely to experience episodes with viral re-expansion, particularly during episodes with high peak copy number. Episode re-expansion is probably due to formation of secondary viral plaques, which may be evident on clinical exam as multiple ulcers, but may also occur during asymptomatic episodes, and are likely to lead to secondary peaks of virus during episodes.\(^3\) Importantly, when we analysed only episodes without re-expansion, then the rate of decay from peak to termination was equivalent in persons on and off of aciclovir or famciclovir. It is therefore an important effect of antiviral medications to keep peak viral levels below a threshold such that secondary plaques are less common.

The key limitation of our current analysis is that study subjects underwent once-daily swabbing. Clinical protocols employing swabbing every 6 h, \(^3\)\(^6\) in conjunction with mathematical modelling, lead to the prediction in persons off the drug that roughly 75% of episodes are missed with daily sampling.\(^3\)\(^5\) Episodes that are missed with daily sampling are brief, have low peak copy number and are asymptomatic. While our measured episode frequency was more than 50% lower in persons receiving scheduled antiviral medications compared with those receiving no antiviral medications, the proportion of episodes of shorter duration was higher. Therefore, if patients were to undergo continuous sampling, it is not clear whether antiviral therapy would lower episode frequency, shorten the duration of all episodes (rendering a higher proportion of episodes undetectable with once-daily swabbing) or both.

Our results do not eliminate the uncertainty regarding anatomic site of action of DNA nucleoside analogues. It is not surprising that aciclovir and penciclovir limit expansion rate, and therefore peak episode copy number during episodes, because these drugs limit viral replication in infected epithelial cells. While aciclovir and penciclovir are not known to directly impact the spread of a virus from epithelial cell to cell, it is likely that they indirectly decrease the spread based on fewer infectious particles generated by infected cells. It is less clear whether DNA nucleoside analogues enter and have activity within the dorsal root and sacral ganglia. We recently proposed that episode initiation in the periphery starts with infection of a single epithelial cell after release of virus from neurons.\(^3\)\(^5\) Therefore a decrease in viral release from neurons would presumably be a mechanism for decreased episode frequency. However, our current dataset does not reveal whether episode frequency would truly be decreased if we could conduct continual sampling. A related limitation is that our measure of episode rate is probably an underestimate of episode initiation rate. In the included studies, swabs of the entire genital tract, rather than swabs of a single specific reactivation region, were performed. Therefore multiple concurrent reactivations at separate anatomic sites were detected as a single shedding episode.

Although our assay is highly sensitive, we did not include positive values of \(<150\) HSV DNA copies, based on our previous calculations of optimal cut-off values.\(^2\)\(^5\) Therefore we may have overestimated the viral decay rate if virus persisted at lower levels towards the end of each episode. Moreover, early during episodes, HSV may not reach the epidermal surface and swabs may lack sensitivity for low viral levels during this period, leading to overestimation of early expansion rates. Finally, by allowing for a negative or missed swab within an episode, we may have slightly overestimated episode duration and underestimated episode rate.

Our detailed quantitative analysis, when processed in concert with other recent study findings, suggests that DNA nucleoside analogues exhibit their effect early during episode expansion, but that within \(<24\) h the immune response is having the most powerful effect on slowing the episode expansion phase and dictating rates of viral decay. The early antiviral effect is critical in decreasing the peak episode copy number, which in turn decreases the likelihood of episode re-expansion and prolonged episode duration, probably due to the diminished likelihood of secondary plaque formation. The clinical observation that early therapy is necessary to impact recurrence severity and duration supports this mechanism. Antiviral drugs also decreased the frequency of episodes of \(>24\) h duration by approximately 50%, although breakthrough episodes were still common. As a result, persons on twice-daily dosing spend only a small proportion of time shedding \(\geq10^5\) HSV DNA copies, and had fewer recurrences, but still shed virus, with local replication that occasionally reached quantities sufficient for recurrences and possibly transmission. Our data provide a quantitative framework for why DNA nucleoside analogues are useful, but only partially effective, for these indications.
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